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Abstract - : Increasing digital technology has revolutionalized 

the life of people. Unlike the electoral system, there are many 

conventional uses of paper in its implementation. The aspect of 

security and transparency is a threat from still widespread election 

with the conventional system (offline). General elections still use a 

centralized system, where in one organization manages it. Some of 

the problems that can occur in traditional electoral systems is with 

the organization that has full control over the database and 

system. It is possible to tamper with the database of considerable 

opportunities. Block chain technology is one of solutions, because it 

embraces a decentralized system and the entire database are 

owned by many users. Block chain itself has been used in the 

Bitcoin system known as the decentralized Bank system. By 

adopting block chain in the distribution of databases on e-voting 

systems one can reduce the cheating sources of database 

manipulation. This project aims to implement voting result using 

block chain algorithm from every place of election. Unlike Bitcoin 

with its Proof of Work, this will be a method based on a 

predetermined turn on the system for each node in the built of 

block chain. 
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1.INTRODUCTION  

 
From the dawn of democratically electing candidates, the 

voting system has been based on pen and paper scheme. 
Replacing the traditional pen and paper scheme with a new 
election system is a new idea for researchers. 

An E-voting system has to have heightened security in 
order make sure it is available to voters but protected against 
outside influences changing votes from being cast, or keep a 
voter’s ballot from being tampered with. 

Lately, electronic voting systems have begun being used in 
many countries. Estonia was the first in the world to adopt an 
electronic voting system for its national elections [1]. Soon 
after, electronic voting was adopted by Switzerland for its 
state- wide elections [2], and by Norway for its council 
election [3]. For an electronic voting system to compete with 
the traditional ballot system, it has to support the same criteria 
the traditional system supports, such as security and 
anonymity. An e- Voting system has to have heightened 
security in order make sure it is available to voters but 
protected against outside influences changing votes from being 
cast, or keep a voter’s ballot from being tampered with. Many 

electronic voting systems rely on to hide the identity of voters 
[4]. However, this technique does not provide total anonymity 
or integrity since many intelligence agencies around the world 
control different parts of the Internet which can allow them to 
identify or intercept votes. 

MOTIVATION 

The proposed system can reduce the cheating sources of 
database manipulation. This project aims to implement voting 
result using block chain algorithm from every place of 
election. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Proposed a E-voting using block chain Technology and 
fingerprint authentication for providing a facility to cast vote 
for critical and confidential. The flexibility to allow casting 
vote from any remote place. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 

Fig 1. Proposed System 

Whenever any transaction will occur in the system, the 
record of that transaction is maintained in the form of hash 
value in a block. Each next block will get attached to the 
previous block and in this way a virtual block chain will occur. 
The hash value of a current block is generated using the data of 
a current block and the hash of the previous block. In this way 
if any of the block is tempered the subsequent all the block’s 
hash must be changed. Such multiple copies are maintained at 
different servers, which will assure the data security and 
confidentiality. As everything is through application interface, 
it will maintain the transparency in the voting system. 
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• Admin: admin can add candidate, voter, ward and 
election. He/she can perform update delete operation 
and declared result also. 

• FingerPrint: Administrator (Election officer) sends 
share 1 to voter e-mail id before election and share 2 
will be available in the voting system for his login 
during election. Voter will get the secret password to 
cast his vote by combining share 1 and share 2 using 
FingerPrint. 

• User: Voter can vote only if he/she logs into the 
system by entering the correct password which is 
generated by merging the two shares (Black & White 
dotted Images)using Fingerprint scheme. 

• Block Chain: Block chain is a distributed database 
that stores data records that continue to grow, 
controlled by multiple entities. Block-chain 
(distributed ledger) is a trustworthy service system to 
a group of nodes or non-trusting parties, generally 
block chain acts as a reliable third party to keep 
things together, mediate exchanges, and provide 
secure computing machines. 

 

III. ALGORITHM USED 

AES: AES is used to encrypt the database. The encryption 
process uses a set of specially derived keys called round keys. 
These are applied, along with other operations, on an array of 
data that holds exactly one block of data, the data to be 
encrypted. This array we call the state array. 

STEPS: 

• Derive the set of round keys from the cipher key. 

• Initialize the state array with the block data 
(plaintext). 

• Add the initial round key to the starting state array. 

• Perform nine rounds of state manipulation. 

• Perform the tenth and final round of state 
manipulation. 

• Copy the final state array out as the encrypted data 
(ciphertext). 

  

SHA 256 : SHA-256 (secure hash algorithm, FIPS 182-2) is a 
cryptographic hash function with digest length of 256 bits. It is 
a keyless hash function; that is, an MDC (Manipu- lation 
Detection Code). A message is processed by blocks of 512 = 
16 × 32 bits, each block requiring 64 rounds A cryptographic 
hash (sometimes called ‘digest’) is a kind of ‘signature’ for a 
text or a data file. SHA-256 generates an almost-unique 256-
bit (32-byte) signature for a text.A hash is not ‘encryption’ – it 
cannot be de- crypted back to the original text (it is a ‘one-
way’ cryptographic function, and is a fixed size for any size of 
source text). This makes it suitable when it is appropriate to 
compare ‘hashed’ versions of texts, as opposed to decrypting 
the text to obtain the original version. 

 

Figure 2: SHA 256 Diagram 

 

IV. RESULT 

 

Fig 3: Admin Dashboard              Fig 3: User Dashboard 

 

Figure 4: Election Results 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system will be designed to provide a secure 
data and a trustworthy Evoting amongst the people of the 
democracy. Block chain itself has been used in the Bit-coin 
system known as the decentralized Bank system. By adopting 
block chain in the distribution of databases on e-voting 
systems one can reduce the cheating sources of database 
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manipulation. This project aims to implement voting result 
using block chain algorithm from every place of election. 
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